RIVER BOATS HAVE ROMANTIC HISTORY

Steamboating on Oregon Streams in Early Days Rich Field for Verse and Story.

HISTORICAL RECORDS

The following is a selection of steamboats that played a significant role in the transportation and trade of the Oregon region:

- **Willamette Chief**: Known for its service in the Northwest.
- **Telegraph**: Featured in various illustrations, it was a well-known vessel.
- **Great Republic**: Played a crucial role in the early days.
- **Dayton**: Known for its connection to the historic Willamette Valley.
- **Zink**: One of the many steamboats that operated in the region.
- **Elizabeth R. Anderson**: A notable vessel in the early steamboat era.
- **St. Louis**: Featured in several illustrations, it was a significant boat.

These boats not only transported goods and passengers but also contributed to the cultural and economic development of the region. Their stories are a testament to the romantic history of steamboating on Oregon streams.